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THE BULLETIN
*******************************************
We hope that you will enjoy reading this 74th edition of The
Bulletin. We apologize that it has been so long since the last
edition. Some of the news we have received since then may not
be “news” but we believe that it will still be of interest to you.
The future of The Bulletin is unclear. Our long-time editor, Lynn
Dopkin is no longer participating in its publication. This edition
was put together by Rebecca Tucker with some outside
technical help. So, we are now looking for a new editor. If you or
someone in your family unit would be interested, please call
Rebecca and we can discuss the process. Make no mistake, it
does take some time to do the job. However, deadlines are
flexible. There are many benefits; the biggest one being the
opportunity to get to know many of your cousins. It would be a
shame for The Bulletin to end.
Rebecca Tucker
tuckerin@verizon.net
410-653-4062

Phil Shapiro
philshapiro608@gmail.com

*******************************************
Have you changed your mailing address, email, telephone number in the past year? If so, send
an email to Rebecca Tucker—tuckerin@verizon--so we can keep up to date with you.

*************************************************************************************
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FAMILY NEWS
*******************************************

~Mazel Tov to Abby Bard of Sebastopol, CA on the marriage of her son Joseph to Jeanne
Marie Turner on August 25, 2018 in Portland, Oregon where they live.

~Linda Barr and Joe Adams of Towson, MD shared with us the news that her father

Solomon Barr of N. Bethesda, MD recently celebrated his 90th birthday. His four children, six
grandsons and lots of family were together for a weekend of shared love and memories.

Linda and Joe also filled us in on their sons Zach Adams and Jackson Adams. Zach is an

epidemiologist and works for the US News & World Report as a Health Care Analyst in DC
while Jackson works for Goldman Sachs Personal Wealth Management.

~From Atlanta, GA comes word from Stephanie and Jim Charanis that their son Daniel has

graduated from George Institute of Technology with a major in Industrial Design and a minor
in Spanish. Daniel is the grandson of Melvin and Phyllis Rubin of Baltimore.
~We have news and send Mazel Tov to Daniel Barr of

Israel who recently married Devorah Yafe-Barr. They are
a blended family with a combined 12 children (not all

living at home). In fact, Daniel’s son Yishai has finished
his national civilian service and yeshiva, planning to

continue his studies at Ariel University. Daughter Merav
has graduated high school and will spend 6 months in

pre-army academy prior to beginning her army service.

Daniel is the son of Michael and Miriam Barr of Sydney, NSW Australia.

~Dr. Sol and Rita Barr of N. Bethesda, MD write that their grandson Izak Oltman graduated
with honors from University of Wisconsin and has started a program at Berkely. They now

have 5 college graduate grandchildren and one more, Sam Bernitz, is a high school senior.
~From Toby (Barr) and Howard Cohen of Livingston, NJ we learned that grandson Avi

Cohen is attending George Washington University in DC and his brother Evan is attending
Drexel University in Philadelphia. Avi and Evan are the sons of Eric and Nancy Cohen of

Livingston, NJ. Meanwhile, grandson Andrew Holstein (son of Beth and Richard Holstein) got
married in July, 2019 to Caroline Palmer.

~Vicki Flaxman and Ron Vidal of Phoenix, AZ are pleased to announce that their son
Gregory and Laura Mallin tied the knot on October 5, 2018 in Phoenix, AZ.

~Steven and Deborah Folb of Davis, CA celebrated their 20th Wedding Anniversary in

October, 2018. Their children, Brandon and Alexa are both very involved in their regional and
local NFTY groups.
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~Dan Hurwitz of Bedford, MA reports that his family is healthy and doing well during this

strange and worrisome time. Both Dan and Jennifer are working from their home in Bedford,

MA, in unrelated software jobs. Older daughter Ronia is living in Miami with her dog Zoe and
working from home for Restaurant Brands International (Burger King, Popeyes and Tim

Horton). Younger daughter Addie has been put in limbo by the pandemic. Her winter job at
Big Sky, MT, ended prematurely when the mountain closed, and her summer job as an

instructor at North Carolina Outward Bound is on hold at least until the middle of summer.
She is still doing remote work for Outward Bound (course development and education

studies) and keeping fit. It is great having her back at home, but she would much rather be
leading groups in the woods in North Carolina. Ernie, our dog, is thrilled to have us around
all day!

~Mazel Tov to Marvin and Debbie Hurwitz of Williamsport, PA. Marvin sold his business and
although he works for the new owner, it is much less stressful. He continues to be active in
the Jewish community serving over 22 years as President as well as 17 years as Treasurer

for his congregation. As if he had so much spare time left over; he also holds the same two
positions for the local Jewish Federation. In his “spare” time he participates in the local

interfaith organization, officiates at funerals and serves on the Chevra (which he finds to be a
mitzvot).

~Ilene Kochel of New Holland, PA is keeping busy during the pandemic crises. Despite

being laid off for her school aide position, she is still helping out with some of the students
while serving as a driver for a local dealership delivering vehicles to out of state

(Connecticut, Maryland) customers. Meantime she is also busy spending time with her 11year-old granddaughter, Paula, during her own school down time. Ilene is also looking
forward to serving as a Census taker when things open up again. Busy lady, indeed!

~Lewis Lear of Ridgewood, NJ who describes himself

as the "...obnoxious-fawning parent" proudly shares that
his (and Mayumi's) son, Jesse, performed at his high
school recital the Concerto for Bass by Serge

Koussevitzky. Of course. Lew reports, he did a "great

job”. Shortly after came graduation from Ridgewood H.S.,
followed by a Prom weekend (which was a blast). Then

Jesse spent the summer of 2019 studying/playing in the prestigious Tanglewood/Boston

University program in the Berkshires. Following that, he began his studies at Northwestern
University in the Bienen School of Music. As Lew said, "An auspicious start to his music

career...or biology." Jesse just finished his freshman year and has been composing some

awesome music. Their daughter, Anna, is the middle of her senior year at Mitchell College in
New London, CT. She graduates in December, 2020 with a BA in early childhood
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education/development. Her summer camp job unfortunately has been terminated due to the
coronavirus, so she'll have plenty of reading time this summer.

~Mayumi continues in her directorship role at the New School in Manhattan. She looks

forward to the end of the pandemic and lockdown so that we can travel once more, as we
did last Fall to Barcelona and Madrid, Spain. Ajax, their beloved dog, is still spry for an

almost 14-year-old. For him, the coronavirus lockdown is the best thing that ever happened,
affection and attention 24/7.

~From Robin Levin of San Francisco has a new grandson, Isaac Madnick born to Liana

(Shapiro) and Mattison Madnick on November 16, 2018. Robin recently returned from a trip
to Australia and she is studying Latin!

~Paul Lichter of Owings Mills, MD is proud of his grandson Brandon Lichter who had his

Bar Mitzvah in September 2018 Brandon is the son of Jason and Jennifer Lichter, grandson
of the late Claire Lichter.

~Congratulations to Diane and Charles Lott of Uppercoe, MD on the marriage (in San

Francisco) of her son Aaron David Forman to Terrine Baluyut on September 1, 2019. Aaron
is the grandson of Mania Smith of Baltimore, MD.

~Mazel Tov is extended to Amy Macht and
George Grose on the marriage of their two

daughters. Madeline (Maddie) married Kevin

McCloskey on May 18, 2019 at the American
Visionary Art Museum in Baltimore and then

daughter Eloise married David Gillpatrick on June
29, 2019 at the Baltimore Museum of Industry.

Maddie and Kevin live in the Hampden community
of Baltimore and Eloise and David reside in

Ellicott City, MD. Proud grandmother is Lois Macht. The brides are the granddaughters of the
late Philip Romm Macht, great granddaughters of the late Sophia (Romm) and Morton Macht

and great, great granddaughters of the late Rebecca (Abramson)and Max Romm. Above is the
family picture from Maddie and Kevin’s wedding showing from left: Amy, George, Maddie, Kevin,
Eloise, David

~Maxene and Frank Perlmutter traveled from their
home in Israel to the US in May of 2019 to visit

family and friends in Arizona and Baltimore. cousins
Barbara and Michael Folb (center, front) of Phoenix.

~Richard Peterson (husband of Pam) of

Lutherville, MD is serving as a member of the

Board at Baltimore Hebrew Congregation. Sandi
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and Rick Popowitz (North Potomac, MD) are doing well and enjoying life. In April, 2019 they
celebrated 40 years together as a couple. They really enjoy seeing family and friends and
travel frequently to the Pacific Northwest to visit their kids and grandchildren.

~Margie and David Rochlin of Owings Mills, MD are pleased to share the news that their

granddaughter Lillian Sadie Rochlin, daughter of Pam and Marty Rochlin of Ellicott City, MD
had her bat Mitzvah on February 4, 2017 at the Baltimore Hebrew Congregation. Lillian is
the great granddaughter of the late Dr. Sol and Sadie Smith.

~Lenny Samet of Greensboro, NC writes that he and wife Ellen had a wonderful vacation
with all 16 members of their family with a week- long Disney Cruise. The group included

Lenny, Ellen, all three daughters, all three sons-in-law and eight grandchildren. He reports
that his two oldest grandchildren, Elizabeth (17) and Jacob (15) are members of Creating

Connected Communities in Atlanta, GA. They participated in Celebrating 25 years of Amy’s

Holiday party. This is a party that CCC holds each year for children in homeless shelters in

the Atlanta area. CCC provides holiday gifts, activities and food at Amy’s Holiday Party. Also,

he reports with great pride that their daughter Julie Sack of Marietta, GA was honored by the
Chaya Mushka Children’s House as one of the Parents of the Decades.

~Philip and Aldona Shapiro write that they recently moved from Fairfax County, VA to St

Petersburg, FL. His mother, Mildred Shapiro visited from Baltimore. They were able to get
together with Michael Stutman and his mother Iris Stutman who was visiting from
Massachusetts.

~Renee Siegel of Baltimore writes: Our good news is after a couple of years of intense

study, Herbie received Semicha from a Yeshiva in Israel. Herbie is the son of (the late) Abe
and Sylvia Siegel. Abe was past Sergeant of Arms and Sylvia was Past President (twice) of
the Family Society.

~The “Silverman clan” (descendants of the late Ruchel and Max Silverman), gathered on a

ZOOM call on April 26, 2020, and had a virtual reunion. Initiating this event was Steven Folb
(CA) and included his father Michael (AZ), brother Stuart (Texas), and cousins Ann Kopilak
(NY), Maxene Perlmutter (Israel), Max Flaxman (DE), Vicki Flaxman (AZ), Benzi Perlmutter
(Mexico City), and from the Baltimore area Rebecca Tucker, Suzanne Hurwitz, Bernard

Silverman, Lynn Dopkin and Roslyn Naviasky along with a number of spouses and children
peeking in and out. It was a great visit and a lot of fun!

~David and Gail Whitman of Laurel, MD proudly announce the marriage of their daughter Jill
to Michael Ferrario in September, 2018. The couple live in Washington, DC. Their son and
daughter-in-law, Steven and Nicole of Catonsville, MD, along with their son Reid Joshua,
welcomed Vera Nicole into the family in November of 2018.

~Sheila and Steven Wolf (Columbia, MD) and Michelle and Donald Nusinov (Reisterstown,
MD) report that they travelled together to Arizona where they visited their Aunt Sylvia
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Rosenbaum and cousins Helene and Joe Sachs and Linda and Stan Peters. They also got
to visit with Helene and Joe’s daughter, son-in-law and grandson. It was so good to see

them and they all seem happy and busy in Arizona. While in Arizona they also got to visit
Sedona—one of the most beautiful spots in the world.

~On May 29, 2020, our cousin Shirley Ross of Los Angeles celebrated her 100th birthday!

Yes, that’s right 100 years young. She writes “…that because of the virus there was no party,
but a parade of decorated cars went by the house (proceeded by a police car with siren
blasting).” Friends came by (properly distancing) with bottles of champagne and wrapped

candies were distributed. Shirley reports that she felt like “Queen for a Day” and she was
wearing a tiara to mark the occasion.

~May 31, 2020, the 5th birthday of twins Sadie and Benjamin Leibowitz was an exciting day.
Mom Nancie Leibowitz arranged a drive-by birthday celebration complete with over 30

vehicles of family and friends, horns honking, balloons flying and lots of well-wishing signs

flowing down the street in Pikesville, MD. Pandemic aside—celebration was in order. Kiddie
guests were treated to drive-by cupcakes while Sadie and Benjamin sat on lounge chairs
enjoying the sun and all the attention. A special birthday to remember!

~Another special birthday “drive-by” version was celebrated recently when our cousin Naomi

Aires of San Diego, CA celebrated her 90th with 35 cars each with one
driver wearing a protective mask! What fun!

~From Stephanie and Keith Weinstein comes the following news: Bar
Mitzvah of Ian Lucas Weinstein; For 3 years, Ian had been looking
forward to his Bar Mitzvah. He studied for it, planned for it and the

invitations went out. Then the pandemic hit and we were at a loss of
what to do about this milestone. Our first thought was that we would

postpone the service and party but with the help of the clergy at Chizuk
Amuno Congregation in Pikesville, MD., we made the decision for a

Zoom-Mitzvah instead. Ian continued to prepare and practice over and

over again while we emailed all of our family and friends and gave them a link that they
could log onto Saturday morning at 9:30 to watch Ian become a Bar Mitzvah.

It was fabulous, so much more than we had anticipated. It was warm, down to earth and

everything that Ian wanted (except for the party). The service was a ‘normal’ Shabbat service
and Ian recited his Haftorah without missing a beat. He was so much more comfortable and
relaxed in his own dining room, wearing his Bar Mitzvah suit (thank goodness we picked it
up the week before the pandemic closed everything down) and not wearing shoes.

After the service we had a zoom lunch with our immediate family and after we signed off of
zoom there was a drive by parade with signs and singing of Simen Tov/Mazal Tov. While
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not the traditional Bar Mitzvah we had been planning for, it was an amazing day and we
were so filled with pride for Ian’s accomplishment especially in this challenging time.

(Ian is the son of Stephanie and Keith Weinstein, brother of Bari Weinstein and the grandson of the
late Barbara and Barry Leibowitz. He is the great-grandson of the late Edith (Levine) and Albert Moss.)

~Mark and Ninya Yatt, of Jacksonville, FL, are pleased and
overjoyed to announce the wedding of their oldest child,

Shaina Averi Yatt, granddaughter of Harold and Bonnie Yatt,
Baltimore, MD, to the love of her life Sebastian Marentes,

son of Juan and Maria Marentes, Jacksonville, FL. on July

2, 2020. Shaina and Sebastian envisioned their wedding this
year, in Medellin, Colombia, surrounded and celebrated by
their many friends and family, but had to postpone due to

the world-wide pandemic. Happily, they both decided to have
a “paper signing” ceremony in Jacksonville, FL with both

sets of parents and their siblings, Bernardo Marentes, Tomas

Marentes (via zoom from Peru) Jacob Yatt and Riva Yatt present to witness these two

beautiful people become husband and wife. The couple will eventually have their wedding
“celebration” with all of their friends and family in Colombia when it is deemed safe for

everyone to gather and celebrate their wonderful union. Sebastian and Shaina currently reside
and work in Chicago, IL and look forward to their lives as Mr. and Mrs. Marentes.

~Marvin Solomon, of Pikesville, MD, Past President of the Family Society celebrated his

100th birthday on August 13, 2020. His son Robbie who, with his wife Helen, now reside in
Hull, MA, reports that his dad is “hanging in” and has recovered “pretty well” from some

health challenges. The staff at North Oaks where he resides gave him a party and he was
feted at the music class. Then on Shabbat, August 15 he had a ZOM Aliyah at his shul,

Chizuk Amuno, followed by a ZOOM party with his whole immediate family joining from all

parts of the country. Grandson Samuel (Robbie and Helen’s son) set it up to include videos
from the children, grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren. Marvin was “pretty amazed”
with the digital event which he viewed on an iPad. And finally, Robbie reports that Marvin,
although not as active as he’d like to be still has all his faculties!

*******************************************
Want to be part of keeping the Family Society going—now is the time!
Call Rebecca at 410-653-4062 to see what you can do to help!

*************************************************************************************
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Cousins in the News
(Please note that since it’s been so long since the last Bulletin, some of this is old, not “new” news. But we think
you’ll be interested anyhow!)

*******************************************

~From an article in the Baltimore Jewish Times: Sherry Billig, wife of Daniel and daughter-inlaw of Janet and Jack Billig, started a “Bookworms” program at Millbrook Elementary School. She
and a group of volunteers gather, sort and distribute books with every child getting at least one
book to take home and, in some cases, up to 8 books each. Over the 8-9 years that she has
headed this volunteer program, over 10,000 books have been distributed.
~From various news sources and Facebook reports we learned how our cousin, Dan Hurwitz,
loves to ride his bike. And, he loves to do it for a cause. For the past 14 years he has ridden in
the Pan Mass Challenge, a two-day bike-a-thon of 188 miles, raising over $150.00 for the Dana
Farber cancer Institute. Then he upped the stakes. On his own and self-supported (well his wife
and his boss were supportive), he decided to take a ride from the Pacific to the Atlantic
(specifically from San Jose, CA to Revere Beach, MA). This was an amazing journey of 3900 miles
over 107 days and he did it! Along the way, he was able to see the country, visit family and friends
and have periodic rest days. What a journey! And kudos to his patient wife Jennifer.
Note: Dan just finished the 2020 PMC ride doing a 100-mile loop to Gloucester.
~Now Dan is not our only cyclist in the family. We’ve learned recently through the Baltimore
Jewish Times that our cousin AJ Gordon, husband of Esty and son of Steve and Becky Gordon
and the late Hinda Gordon, grandson of Mildred Shapiro, participated in a bike-a-thon of 180
miles (over 2 days) as part of the Bike4Chai event which raises money for the Chai Lifeline.
~Another article from the Baltimore Jewish Times highlighted the journey of our cousin Erica
Laskin, daughter of Fran (Ludman) and Sheldon Laskin. Born in China, she joined our family at
the age of 6 months. Schooled in Baltimore, she graduated from the Carver Center for Arts and
Technology, graduated from Rider University in New Jersey with a focus on psychology and
social work. Erica received her MSW from the University of Maryland School of Social Work in
2019. She is employed as a social worker with the Boys and Girls Clubs of Metro Denver where
she moved in August 2019.
~A recent article in the Baltimore Jewish Times observed the 75th Anniversary of the D-Day
storming of the Normandy beaches to liberate France. Present that day, one member of the
“Greatest Generation” was our own cousin, Marvin Solomon. He recalled that on D-Day plus 3
(June 9, 2944) he wrote a letter to his wife describing the events. Marvin was part of a minesweeping operation, an extremely dangerous mission, whose purpose was to clear the way for
the ships to travel safely. Fortunately, he came home unscathed.
~From the website of the Penn College of Technology we have learned that Victoria Hurwitz
has been named Director of the physical therapist assistant program. She is a licensed physical
therapist holding a Doctor of Physical Therapy and Bachelor of Health Sciences degrees from
the University of Miami. Victoria is the wife of Jason Hurwitz of Montoursville, PA, daughter-inlaw of Marvin and Debbie Hurwitz of Williamsport, PA and mom to Ari and Ziva.
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~Our cousin Shirley Seigel Ross was recently featured in the
California Sunday Magazine, April, 2020, edition in an article
highlighting people who have unusual living situations. Shirley, age
100, has a home, an extra bedroom and a need for someone to live
with her, both for company, cost sharing and to help drive her to
appointments and social activities. (She had to give up driving when
she turned 95 and her eyesight became problematic.) Someone told
her about a home-share program for seniors in Los Angeles and she
signed on to participate. She was matched with a 77-year-old
gentleman who needed an affordable place to live, who had a car and
they hit it off. They sit down each week; Shirley gives him an idea of
where she has to go during the week and they set out their schedule.
In the article she describes the two of them as a “contrasting-looking
pair” with her at under 5ft and him at over 6ft tall. You should read the whole article—it’s quite
interesting.
********************************************************************

DUES
*******************************************
It is important for the work of any organization to have a system of dues, partly to keep the
organization functional and, just as importantly, to maintain commitment of the membership.
For this reason, the BAYL Family Society requests dues of $18 annually.
This year we have been reluctant to send out dues notices because we don’t know how
individual family units are managing the current economic situation. So rather than send out
dues requests for 2020, we will hold off until 2021. By then, hopefully, conditions will be more
normal. That being said, some family members have sent in dues on their own initiative (which
is very much appreciated). When we next send out dues statements, theirs will be marked
“PAID” but we will still ask that contact information be updated.
We hope everyone is understanding of this decision.
****************************************************************************
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MAZEL TOV!
Mazel Tov on the birth of new babies in the family!

*******************************************

~August 14, 2016~Hailey Abramson daughter of Dr. Michael & Catherine
Abramson; granddaughter of Jeffrey & Janet Abramson

~April 6, 2017~Lena Tzipporah Labovitz daughter of Ben & Laura Labovitz;
granddaughter of Ranessa & Shmuel Labovitz

~May 19-2017~Gilad Maor Vegvaizer son of Rachel (Barr) & Nir Vegvaizer;
grandson of Arlene & Sheldon Barr

~October 12, 2017~Luciana Rose Solomon daughter of Sam Solomon & Kristy
Errera-Solomon; granddaughter of Robbie & Helen Solomon and great granddaughter
of Marvin Solomon

~May 16, 2018~Norah Claire Beyers daughter of
Erin & Aaron Beyers; granddaughter of Sandy & Larry
Masters (right)
~June 7, 2018~Lydia Rose Turner daughter of
Danielle & Sam Turner; granddaughter of the late Larry
Solomon and great granddaughter of Phyllis Solomon

~June 13, 2018~Eva Rose Levitt daughter of Amy
(Peterson) & David Levitt, granddaughter of Pam &
Richard Peterson, great granddaughter of Joyce & Tom Stern

~August 4, 2018~Emma Helen Miller daughter of Benjamin
and Valentina Istrate; granddaughter of Cynthia and Steven Miller;
great granddaughter of Mania Smith (left)
~November 14, 2018~Vera Nicole Whitman daughter of
Steven & Nicole Whitman, granddaughter of Gail & David Whitman
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~November 16, 2018~Isaac Madrick son of Liana
& Mattison Madrick, grandson of Robin Levin (right)

~February 4, 2019~Aliza Tikva Berzofsky
daughter of Eric & Mira Berzofsky; granddaughter of Ron
& Lynn Berzofsky

~February 27, 2019~Penelope Elizabeth
Sanders daughter of Sandra & Brett Sanders,
granddaughter of Michael Stutman great granddaughter
of Iris Stutman

~April 26, 2019~Olivia Riley Solomon daughter of Carli and Sholom ber
Solomon, granddaughter of Beryl & Julian Frank, great granddaughter of Naomi Aires

~May 28, 2019~Nora James Naviasky daughter of Michael &
Gail Naviasky; granddaughter of Roslyn & Henry Naviasky (left)
~June 13, 2019~Zev Kai Blickman son of Joshua Blickman & Joyce
Tang; grandson of Beverly Blickman and great grandson of Mania Smith

~June 19, 2019~Ryder Solomon Parsons son of Allison & David
Parsons; grandson of Bruce & Marlene Solomon, great grandson of
Sylvia Solomon

~July 23, 2019~Rivka Schlein daughter of Michael (Eliezer) &
Zahava Schlein; granddaughter of Harriet Schlein

~September 12, 2019~Elio Shai Silverman son of
Rebecca & Zachary Silverman, grandson of Pamela Barr
Goldberg (right)

~October 10, 2019~Ahuva Miriam Labovitz
daughter of Ben & Laura Labovitz, granddaughter of Ranessa
& Shmuel Labovitz

~November 18, 2019~Ari Sam
Miller son of Norman & Jodi Miller,
grandson of Cindy & Steve Miller,
great grandson of Mania Smith (left)

~December 9, 2019~Binyamin Baron son of Stacey &
Evan (Eliyahu) Baron; grandson of Harriet Schlein
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~February 27, 2020~Georgia Olive McCloskey
daughter of Maddie & Kevin McCloskey; granddaughter of
Amy Macht & George Grose; great granddaughter of Lois
Macht (right)

~March 18, 2020~Liya Pearl
Vegvaizer daughter of Rachel (Barr)
& Nir Vegvaizer; granddaughter of
Arlene & Sheldon Barr (left)

~May 14, 2020~Aviva Ita
Rothenberg daughter of Yaffa Leah
& Ruvain Rothenberg granddaughter
of Chana Esther & Jonathan Stern, great granddaughter of
Ranessa & Shmuel Labovitz

~May 31, 2020~Kiera Madelyn Flaxman daughter
of Alexander & Kate Flaxman, granddaughter of Max &
Linda Flaxman (right)

~June 23, 2020~Eliezer Amram Frankel son of
Miriam Leah & Adam Frankel, grandson of Shifra & Zev
Silver, great grandson of Ranessa & Shmuel Labovitz

******************************************
New additions to the family (marriage, birth, adoptions)? Send the details to: Rebecca Tucker—
tuckerin@verizon.net

*************************************************************************************
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!

We are happy to welcome the following new members to the Family Society:

*******************************************

Lisa Akers is the daughter of Sheila (Dubick) and Steven Wolf who gifted their daughter with
membership into the Family Society. Lisa lives in Columbia, MD with her son Bryce who is a
high school student participating in varsity football and varsity indoor soccer. Lisa, a graduate
of Ohio State where she majored in Aviation with a minor in Yiddish. She maintains an interest
in the self-defense program of KravMaga.
Sander & Annette Wolf were gifted membership by his parents Sheila (Dubick) and Steven
Wolf. They live in Plano, Texas. They met in Boston, MA where he attended and graduated
from Berklee College of Music (majoring in music production and engineering) while she
attended and graduated from Boston University (majoring in Economics). After college they
returned to Texas where Sander had attended school from 1st grade through high school in
Dallas and she, though born in England to Dutch parents, had grown up in Houston. Upon
returning to Texas, Annette earned her Masters at the University of Texas in Austin and then
began her career working as a Vice President of Human Resources for a technology
corporation and where Sander works in the travel industry plus annually arranges and
manages a Chocolate Festival. Their son Jasper is 12 and is a future thespian having
performed in plays at school and in community theater. He also takes voice lessons and plays
too many video games.
Here’s how Lisa and Sander are related: Their grandparents were Sydney & Sonia Dubick, great grandparents
were Sadie (Smith) & Michael Dubick, great, great grandparents were Simon and Tsivia Smith, great, great,
great grandparents were Etta Devorah (Romm) & Shlomo Savilevics-Smith. Etta Devorah was the daughter of
Rella (Krok) & Yehuda Laib Romm.

***********************************************************************************
Cousins Vickie (Barr) and Daniel (Danny) Mazza of Boca
Raton, Florida are welcomed as new members of the Family
Society. Vickie is the daughter of the late George and Lottie
Barr and grew up in North Miami. She attended college at
the University of Florida where she and Danny met. Vickie
studied Recreational Therapy while Danny studied Civil
Engineering. They married in 1986. Currently Vickie works
at B’nai Israel Congregation in Boca Raton where she works
in programming and membership of the synagogue. Danny
was born and raised in Okeechobee, Florida and is a civil
engineer in the railroad industry. They have three sons:
Michael who is married to Lucia (Luci) Ciko and living in Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida, where he is an industrial engineer and
she an anesthesiologist assistant; son Alex is a civil engineer in Florida, working for the
FAA, a job giving him lots of opportunity to travel; and Kenneth (Kenny) is a financial analyst
for Allstate living in Charlotte, NV. Another interesting note about this family is that following
the death of George, the family discovered an old trunk which contained all the
correspondence exchanged between George and Lottie during his years in the service
during World War II. Danny organized the material and became the editor/author of a book
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titled Letters in a Trunk: A WWII Love Story, which can be found on Amazon and Barnes
and Noble. The book highlights the romance between George and Lottie during WW2. Many
photos, letters and other documents are included. Lottie and George met as teenagers, but
were separated by George’s service during WWII and eventually were reunited, married and
raised their family of four children, (Michael, Jay, Scott (z”l)) and Vickie who is the youngest.
Here is how Vicki is related: Her grandparents were Jacob & Rose Barr; great grandparents Tobie (Samet) &
Sholom Barr, great, great grandparents Ella (Krok) & Yankel Samet. Ella was the sister of Rella (Krok) Romm
who was married to Yehuda Laib Romm.

***********************************************************************************
Barry Michaelson, the third of four sons of Miriam Leah and Ben Michaelson was born in
Washington, DC and grew up in the nearby area of Silver Springs, MD. At the age of 13 he
became an apprentice as a fourth-generation goldsmith learning the jewelry trade under the
watchful eye of his father. Soon, he began actually working for his father. Upon his father’s
death in 1975 he took over the business running it as his own until 1981. Then in 2008,
needing a change of scenery, he headed west where he opened an appliance repair
business in Ridgefield, Washington which he describes as a beautiful area of the country.
While still in the appliance repair business, he is also busy rebuilding his home workshop
with the eventual goal of making jewelry again. Meanwhile he maintains a strong interest in
genealogy and with that spends lots of time identifying and organizing family pictures.
Here is how Barry is related: He is a great, great grandson of Yehuda Laib Romm (one of our name-sakes) and
a great grandson of Mari-Leah Romm Nachamson.

***********************************************************************************
Heather Naviasky, a Baltimore City resident, is a graduate of George Washington University
and is the Executive Director of Teen Experience for The Y of Central Maryland. In this
position she leads the Youth & Government programs, the Leaders Clubs, the Y Achievers
as well as maintaining oversight of the high school Community Schools, and the Y College
and Career programs. In her “spare” time, she enjoys, hiking, exercising, and traveling.
Here is how Heather is related: Heather is descended from a long line of Family Society members, going back
to her great, great grandparents Ruchel (Schwartzberg) & Max Silverman, great grandparents Sylvia
(Silverman) & Albert Flaxman, grandparents Michael & Phyllis Flaxman and parents Roslyn (Flaxman) & Henry
Naviasky. She is also the great, great, great, granddaughter of Chia Reva (Romm) & Yankel Baer
Schwartzberg and the great, great, great, great granddaughter of Rella Krok & Yehuda Laib Romm.

***********************************************************************************
Through the thoughtfulness of cousin Joan Samet of North Carolina, we are pleased to welcome all six of her
grandchildren as new members!

Alyssa Samet is the daughter of Gerald & Marian Samet. Alyssa is married to Mark Bochkis
and lives in Greensboro, NC with their daughter Mia (age 2). She can be reached at
alyssa.samet@gmail.com. Her sister Hannah Samet also lives in Greensboro, NC.
Tace Samet, the daughter of Marc & Deborah Samet, is married to Kevin Loeb and lives in
Baltimore with their 2-year-old son. Her email address is Tacejoelle@gmail.com.
Mirina Rosen, daughter of Susan (Samet) & Daniel Rosen, was born in New York and is a
student at the University of Buffalo. Her brother Avi Rosen was born in Jerusalem but is now
a New Yorker as well. Leilah Rosen (sister of Mirina & Avi) of New York City was enrolled as
a member earlier and was highlighted in our last Bulletin.
How they’re all related: Alyssa, Hannah, Tace, Mirina, Avi, and Leilah are the grandchildren of Joan and the
late Harry Samet, great grandchildren of the late Jacke & Lottie Samet, great, great grandchildren of Mendel
Max & Celia Samet, great, great, great, grandchildren of Zalman & Slova Samet and great, great, great, great
grandchildren of Ella (Krok) & Yankel Samet.
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***********************************************************************************

Memorials
The Family Society is deeply saddened by the loss of the following members:

*******************************************
MELVIN ROTTMAN

Passed away on February 4, 2019 in Baltimore at the age of 97. He was the eldest son of Sadie
(Harris) and Abe Rottman. A graduate of Baltimore City College he was an accountant and also
owner of Holland laundry. He and his late wife Evelyn (Michael) met while working at the IRS
and were married for 55 years. He is survived by his children Jeffrey (Elizabeth Yang), his
daughter Susan Bogin, his brother Ellis Rottman plus 5 grandchildren and 2 great
grandchildren. He was predeceased by his brothers S. Leonard Rottman and 2 LT Jerome
Rottman.
(Note: Melvin was the great grandson of Rabbi Abraham Abramson, one of the namesakes of the Family Society.)

LOUIS SCHREIBERG
On March 25, 2019, at the age of 91 Louis Schreiberg of Owings Mills, MD, passed away. Lou
was the son of the late Celia and Ellis Schreiberg and was also predeceased by his wife Sheila
(Edelman) Schreiberg. Lou served in the US Army and upon discharged went to college and
earned a Master’s degree in Psychology. He was also very creative as an artist, poet,
photographer and craftsman. He was fluent in Yiddish as well. He had a keen interest in
genealogy and worked with the Family Society in tracing some of our history. He is survived by
his daughters Sharon Schreiberg and Lynn (Stuart) Montgomery and three grandsons, Jason,
Liam and Scott.
(Note: Louis was the great, great, great grandson of Mordecai Romm, brother of Yehuda Laib Romm, namesake of
the Family Society.)

EMANUEL “MANNY” SMITH
Judge Manny Smith passed away on February 6, 2020 in Pittsburgh, PA at the age of 82. Manny
graduated from the University of Texas (Phi Beta Kappa) and Harvard law School. Over the
years he worked in Washington DC, in Maryland and in Virginia with the Interstate Commerce
Commission and with the Social Security Administration. In 1991 he moved to Pittsburgh to be
an administrative law judge with the Social Security Administration. When he, retired he had
served over 45 years for the federal government. In Pittsburgh he served on the Board of
Trustees for the Pittsburgh Opera and Pittsburgh Public Theaters. Manny is survived by his wife
Ileane of Pittsburgh and his brother Jerome Smith of Lexington, MA. He was the son of the late
Israel and Eve Smith of Texas.
(Note: Manny was the great, great, great grandson of Yehuda Laib Romm, namesake of the Family Society)
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HELEN KAMEROW
On February 6, 2020, Helen Kamerow of Bethesda, MD passed away at the age of 90. The
daughter of the late Sarah (Seigel) and Isadore Rosenthal, she was born and raised in
Washington, DC. She was an artist, a collector and the former co-owner of Hallway Gallery of
Georgetown. She is survived by her husband of 71 years, Norman Kamerow, her daughters
Susan (Eric) Meyers, Brenda (Dennis) Cohen and Julie (Peter) Skalkos, 9 grandchildren and 5
great grandchildren. She was predeceased by her sister Bette (Rosenthal) Gordin.
(Note: Helen was the great, great, granddaughter of Laib & Rachel Krok. Her great grandmother, Leah Krok Vates
was the sister of Rella Krok Romm Abramson who was married first to Yehuda Laib Romm and later to Abraham
Abramson.)

EVELYN ROSEN
Our aunt, Evelyn Rosen, passed away on May 17 at the age of 97. A
longtime resident of the Atrium in Owings Mills, she unfortunately
contracted the Coronavirus there. Evelyn was married to Mervin
Rosen, our mother Bessie Ludman Meleneck’s brother. Mervin died
12 years earlier, and Evelyn eventually had to make the difficult
transition from her longtime home in Pikesville to independent
living. It was a challenge for her to give up her home and most of
her possessions, but she managed to adapt to a new life at the
Atrium, where she participated fully in the many activities, bingo
being one of her favorites. Two of her lifelong friends were
residents of the Atrium, making the transition a little easier. One of
the reasons Evelyn lived such a long and healthy life was her love of
exercise. She participated for years in exercise classes at the Pikesville Senior Center, continuing
the practice at the Atrium. Often, she took walks around the Atrium campus when the weather
permitted. Her exercise teacher, who became her close friend, told us that even when it
became difficult for her to do an exercise, she still made every effort.
Evelyn and Mervin were longtime active members of Beth Jacob Synagogue, and when it was
eventually absorbed by Beth Tfiloh, they remained active members. After Mervin died, Evelyn
continued to attend Saturday services regularly up until a few years before she died, when she
became wheelchair-bound following several falls.
Evelyn worked throughout her adult life as a federal employee, most of those years at the
Social Security Administration. Once she even received an award offered to employees who
suggested practical ways that their agency could save money. During her years at the SSA,
Evelyn decided to earn her bachelor’s degree, taking classes offered there by the University of
Maryland. Taking one or two classes a semester, she eventually became a proud graduate.
Although social distance rules required a small, graveside funeral service, Rabbi Eli Yoggev’s
words were a lovely remembrance on a beautiful day for her nieces and nephews on both sides
of her family. Fran Ludman and Diana Grosman
*************************************************************************************
Note: A tree has been planted in Israel through Hadassah in memory of each of these cousins.
*************************************************************************************
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Condolences
*******************************************
BAYL extends condolences to our members

*******************************************

~Mindy (Yatovitz) Spindler on the loss of her partner Gareth Bramley on January 16, 2019.
~Caren Sachs on the passing of her mother Doris (Smith) Sachs, the daughter of the late
Kopel & Rivel (Gilbert & Rebecca) Smith, on February 23, 2020.
~Debbie & Marvin Hurwitz, Jason & Victoria Hurwitz, Jeremy Hurwitz & Anya Poukchanski on
the passing of Debbie’s mother Ella Spangenthal; grandmother of Jason and Jeremy, great
grandmother of Ari Hurwitz on September 18, 2019.
~Joyce Stern on the passing of her aunt Sharon Ruddie on November 15, 2019.
~Donald & Michelle Nusinov on the loss of Donald’s mother Rose G. Nusinov on December
1, 2019.
~Richard & Pamm Peterson on the passing of Richard’s sister Susan Peterson Burken on
December 30, 2019.

*************************************************************************************

ANNA & MYER SMITH MEMORIAL FUND
*******************************************
This fund was established to provide a means for the Family Society to make donations to the
Associated Jewish Charities, to the American Friends of Magen David Adom and to Ahavas Israel. The
contribution to The Associated is earmarked so that half goes to Israel and half is to be spent locally on
Jewish causes in the Baltimore area. The contribution to Ahavas Israel is to help feed poor and needy
Jews in the Baltimore area at Passover. All contributions to this fund are greatly appreciated. It should
be noted that this fund is NOT a 501(c)3 charitable organization.
Contributions to the Anna and Myer Smith Memorial Fund may be made by contacting our chairperson:
Lauren Hurwitz Ganslaw
11966 Long Lake Road
Reisterstown, MD 21136
ganslaws@yahoo.com

*******************************************
A very generous contribution was made by Ilene Smith in honor of the special birthday of Mildred
Shapiro. Another very generous donation was received from Ilene Smith in memory of her late
husband Judge Manny Smith. A very generous contribution has been made to the fund by Amy
Macht & George Grose.
*************************************************************************************
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Did You Know?
*******************************************

1. The Family Society has a website—www.BAYL.org—and it has plenty of interesting
information there about our family’s history. We recommend you look it over. As with all
websites, it’s only as good as the information that’s posted on it. If you have photographs,
stories or other information that might be posted, or if you would like to help with the
management of the site, please contact our administrator, Phil Shapiro at
philshapiro608@gmail.com.
2. The Jewish Museum of Maryland in Baltimore, (http://jewishmuseummd.org) maintains a
rather extensive file on our family. Set up many years ago through the initiative of the late
Harold Yatt, the early meeting records (some written in Yiddish), rosters, Bulletins and other
items are deposited there. Actually, they are now owned by the Museum but available by
appointment for viewing by anyone interested. Once a year we give them a current roster of
members. We have already had at least one researcher (that we know of) who has used that file
in her research for a dissertation.
3. The Family Society also has a file at the Enoch Pratt Free Library in Baltimore
(https://www.prattlibrary.org). This file is not as complete as the one at the Jewish Museum but
it too is available for research.
4. In 1947 under the leadership of the late Miriam Shapiro Cohen a project was started (now
called “The Tablecloth Project”) wherein the names of family members were embroidered on
linen napkins which were sewn together to form a tablecloth. The idea was to use the
tablecloth at family events, but it is so large now that all we can do is display it. After, Miriam
was unable to continue the embroidering, her daughter, Ranessa Cohen Labovitz took over. A
few years ago, she handed the project over to Linda Flaxman who currently keeps it up to date.
(If you wish to add a name to the tablecloth, send the information to Rebecca Tucker at 2
Candlemaker Court, Pikesville, MS 21208. A contribution of $1.00 per name to the Anna &
Myer Smith Fund is suggested, but not required. The tablecloth will be displayed again at the
next anniversary reunion).
5. The Family Society was founded to provide mutual assistance to family members, beginning
with interest-free loans made to relative who needed funds to emigrate from Lithuania and get
established in their adoptive countries. Over the years, we have continued the tradition of
supporting each other in times of distress and need. Consistent with the Family Society’s
original mission, we are offering small, interest-free loans to members who have been
adversely affected by the coronavirus pandemic.
6. We also have a tradition of making donations to certain types of broad–based charities
through the Family Society’s Anna and Myer Smith Fund. Distributions are made to: American
Friends of Magen David Adom (the Israeli Red Cross); The Associated Jewish Federation of
Baltimore; and Ahavas Yisro’el for Ma’os Chittum (the Passover food appeal.)
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7. We trace our family from 1800 and Laibe and Rachel Krok, who lived in the small hamlet of
Chelkay which is close to Rokisik/Rokiskis, in northeastern Lithuania. Laibe Krok was a wine
merchant. The area was ruled by czarist Russian throughout the 19th Century and and Jews
began to emigrate after 1881. Relatives of the Krok family helped each other to get passage to
and settled in Baltimore and other places.
8. The Family Society was formally established in Baltimore in 1901 and our family tree, now
extending 10 generations, contains about 4000 names. Today, The Family Society has about
170 family units, that is, dues paying members. These members are located in 20 American
states (Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida,
Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, Washington State and the District of Columbia, as
well as Australia, Israel, South Africa and the United Kingdom.
9. The Family Society crest/seal was designed many years ago by the late Milton Hermanson,
brother of the late A. Jesse (Josh) Hermanson. The seal depicts important aspects of our
family—wine makers, scribes and of course our Judaic heritage.
10. Our ancestors lived in several communities that today are in the Rokiskis region of
Lithuania. For more than ten years, Rebecca Tucker, David Shapiro and Phil and Aldona Shapiro
have joined with others on various projects to remember Jewish communities in that area
through a group called Remembering Litvaks, Inc. (www.litvaks.org). Phil and Aldona Shapiro
spend each summer in Lithuania and in 2019 when the Rokiskis region was named Lithuania’s
cultural capital, they were named the regions “cultural ambassadors” in recognition of their
work. If you want to learn more about those communities or travel to Lithuania, please send
Phil an email (philshapiro608@gmail.com).

*************************************************************************************

If you have interesting information and/or family updates, don’t hesitate to send
them over to: Rebecca Tucker—tuckerin@verizon.net
*************************************************************************************
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IT’S WORTH REPEATING
In March as the world began to feel the physical effects of the Covid Virus and its
resulting economic toll, we sent an email to our B’nai Abraham & Yehuda Laib
Family Society members that bears repeating. Below is that email. The same
message applies today as it did in March:

*******************************************

Dear BAYL Family:

We hope that you and your family members are safe and well. The B’nai Abraham and Yehuda
Laib Family Society was initially founded to provide interest-free loans to family members, first to
enable them to emigrate from Lithuania and then to assist them in establishing themselves. In that
spirit, if any Family Society Member needs a modest loan to get through this period of crisis, we
are here for you. Please contact one of us and we will try to help. Everything will be confidential.
Rebecca Tucker
410-653-4062
tuckerin@verizon.net

Phil Shapiro
571-218-2237
philshapiro608@gmail.com

************************************************************************************
ANOTHER EMAIL (sent in June, 2020) AND WORTH REPEATING:

Dear Family:

*******************************************

As you know, next year will mark the 120th anniversary of the founding of the B’nai Abraham and
Yehuda Laib Family Society. Since Rosh Hashanah falls on Labor Day weekend in 2021, we
decided last year that the anniversary should be held on Memorial Day weekend 2021.
Since then we have experienced the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic, which will not
be stopped until a safe and effective vaccine is widely available. Until then, it is assumed that
health experts will continue to recommend social distancing and governments may limit the number
of people who can congregate in one place.
For these reasons, we believe that it would be best to postpone the 120th anniversary
celebration until Labor Day weekend 2022, by which time, hopefully life in the US (and world) will
be more “normal”.
If you have any thoughts regarding this, please let us know. Thank you.
Rebecca Tucker
Phil Shapiro
tuckerin@verizon.net
philshapiro608@gmail.com
*************************************************************************************
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CORRESPONDENCE
*******************************************

BAYL Cousins:

Thank you for remembering our mother by planting a tree in Israel in her name.
Being a part of the family circle was something she really enjoyed. We’re so glad
she was able to reconnect the last couple of years.
-Sheila, Michelle, Susan, & Howard and the family of Sonia Matz.
******************************************
Dear “Family Society”
Thank you so much for your kind donation to the BAYL Family Society in memory of
our beloved Marty. Your thoughtfulness is much appreciated.
-Regina (Cohen) & Family
******************************************
To the Family Society:
Dear Family,
Thank you for the tree planted in Israel in memory of our Aunt Evelyn Rosen. This is
an honor for her and a fond remembrance for us of the Family Society events she
attended in past years with our Uncle Mervin Rosen. We hope all of our cousins
around the country and the world are safe and well.
Warmly,
Diana Grosman, Fran Ludman and Families

*************************************************************************************
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MUSIC ANYONE?
(Sent from Cousin Marsha Yoffe; wife of Sherwin, mother of Abe and Alana, mother-in-law of Hilarie, grandmother
of Louisa)

*******************************************

My love for classical music dates to my childhood because my father played the violin. He also
liked to listen to all the “greats” when they appeared on TV, usually the Ed Sullivan Show, such as Milstein,
Oistrakh, Stern and Menuhin. This later translated into playing the violin myself, although it was not my
first choice. As a third-grader in the Cleveland Heights (Ohio) School System we could have free lessons
on any instrument. Wanting to be different from my Dad, I decided I would like to play the clarinet. He
approved and we awaited the day when I would get my clarinet. However, when it came time to hand out
the instruments, our teacher said she had run out of clarinets and gave me a violin instead. As I walked
in the house after school that day my mother said, “…sure doesn’t look like a violin.” So, I began my
lessons.
I played for many years, but finally quit before high school graduation. Our conductor was
harsh and usually red faced from his ranting and raving, even though the Heights High School
Orchestra was really terrific. Conductors can be like that, but it did not make playing for him very much
fun. Plus, I was very busy with other clubs and organizations and did not want to practice. My Dad and I
would play an occasional duet and I had some lessons during the next 20 years or so. But, about 14 years
ago, I found a great teacher and started up again. In 2009, I joined the Greenspring Valley Orchestra and
play in the Violin II section.
GVO is based at Stevenson University and is a community orchestra. That means mature players,
such as myself, play with students. They are not only from Stevenson but they come from other local
colleges as well. The orchestra was formed in 2002 by Dr. Robert Suggs. He retired in 2017 and our
conductor now is Harlan Parker, who is on the Peabody Music Institute faculty. We play all classical music
and rehearse once a week during our fall and spring seasons.
Due to the corona virus, the new next concerts are not yet scheduled. But they will be held in the
Inscape Theater on the campus of Stevenson University at 1525 Greenspring Valley Road. They are free
and open to the public. If you like classical music, I think you will enjoy our concerts.
Hope to see you there!

*************************************************************************************
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*************************************************************************************

AN INTERESTING STORY
*******************************************
The B’nai Abraham and Yehuda Laib Family Society is a group whose membership is
primarily comprised of the descendants of two men—Abraham Abramson and Yehuda Laib
Romm each of whom had been married to Rella Krok.. It also includes descendants of each of
their siblings as well as the descendants of Rella Krok’s siblings.
As a result of this, our family tree is extremely large and as we are now into tracing into
10 generations, it can be sometimes challenging to figure out how one person is related to
another. Here is such a story:
A while back Sheila Dubick Wolf and her sister Michelle Dubick Nusinov were attending
a BAYL meeting. Also present was Sherwin Yoffe. During a discussion they discovered that a
cousin of Sheila and Michelle (Helene Sachs) had been a good friend of Sherwin’s sister Eileen
Yoffe from elementary school and on through the University of Maryland. At that time, they
(Helene and Eileen) were unaware that they were related in any way. But, in fact they had later
discovered that they had a connection through the BAYL Family Society. They just didn’t know
how that connection went. So, here it is:
Sherwin is the great, great grandson of Mordecai Romm, brother of Yehuda Laib Romm.
Helene, Sheila and Michelle are the great, great, great granddaughters of Rella Krok and
Yehuda Laib Romm.
So yes, they are all related!

*************************************************************************************
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Minutes of Meeting
December 16, 2018

*******************************************
The meeting was held at the home of Rebecca Tucker. Attending were Michelle Nusinov, Steve and Sheila Wolf,
Mildred Shapiro, Marsha and Sherwin Yoffe, David Shapiro, Philip and Aldona Shapiro, Joyce and Tom Stern,
Lynn Dopkin, Suzanne and Mervyn Hurwitz, Jonah Labovitz and Ranessa Labovitz (new recording secretary).
There were no notes from the last meeting.
Treasurer’s Report:
Miriam Golob submitted a report the following:
T. Rowe Price Account $12,077.20
Checking Account $22,625.56
Anna and Meyer Smith Memorial Fund $2,391.13
Financial Secretary Report:
Barry Yatovitz submitted the following report:
200 paid
153 paid up through 2017
14 last paid in 2016
29 paid prior to 2016
4 no bills sent
Bulletin: Rebecca reported the latest Bulletin was sent out in July electronically. Please let Rebecca know if one
did not receive that email.
120th Anniversary Celebration: Will not be held on Labor due the High Holy Days of that same weekend May 30,
2021 (Sunday of the Memorial Day Weekend) will be the 120th Anniversary celebration. Volunteers needed to help
plan the affair. David Shapiro offered to co-chair with Lynn Dopkin and Jonah Labovitz. It will be an informal affair,
hopefully in the same Centennial Park near Columbia as the 2016 Celebration.
A “Save the Date” message needs to be sent out to the family. The pavilion at the park can only be rented a year
in advance by a Howard county resident bringing a check in hand ($900-if the price has not increased). Rebecca
and Suzanne to work on the family tree board that will be on display at the affair. Everyone is encouraged to
submit names ($1 per name) for the tablecloth if one wishes to see family members on the cloth.
Membership: dues, collection, contact information; No membership dues notice was sent out in 2018. Barry
Yatovitz’s report is above. Per Rebecca, bills are not sent to families in distress. There was a discussion as to
what to do about the billing. Steve Wolf thinks if bills are not sent out people will think the Society is no longer
active. Mildred Shapiro suggested sending a bill with the bulletin with the “Save the Date” notice. Marsha Yoffe
thinks the bill should be in the bulletin as a tear off with a due date. Sheila Wolf thinks we should have small
events throughout the year. Phillip Shapiro
wants an email about the bill to go out. In summary, within 2 weeks Rebecca and Phillip will get email will go out
with a “Save the Date”, information about getting a bill in the mail with a deadline and a request for any updated
address information.
Group trip to Lithuania: Three people are interested in the trip. Rebecca has the name of others. Since Phillip and
Aldona are in Lithuania during the summer, Phillip suggest one make their own travel arrangement and tours can
be arranged while those who want to go are in Lithuania either car, van or bus depending on the size of the group.
Bulletin: Lynn Dopkin is interested in continuing with the bulletin. She is requesting news and photos (they are a
big hit). There was a discussion concerning the information posted on FACEBOOK by family members. Since it is
a public forum, the information can be copied and placed in the Bulletin without permission of the individual,
however we will obtain permission prior to including these postings in the Bulletin
Next meeting-spring time. Mildred and Joyce each offered to host that meeting.
Minutes submitted by:
Ranessa Labovitz, recording secretary

*************************************************************************************
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Minutes of Meeting
September 8, 2019

*******************************************
This meeting was held at the home of Rebecca Tucker. There were 32 members present. Phil Shapiro was the
moderator.
At this gathering Marvin Solomon was to give a history of the Family Society. Marvin was born on 8-15-20 in New
Jersey. It was a town of 10,000 people. He remembers airplanes came into being and there were “men walking on
the wings”. There was no indoor plumbing at the time.
He graduated from the University of Maryland in 1942 as an agricultural entomologist. That same year, he went
into the Navy being discharged in 1953. In his day he was a gardener. He
then talked about Greenhaven in Pasadena, Anne Arundel County, MD. Since the children didn’t go to camp in
those days, when families went to Greenhaven, for a week’s vacation, the children would sleep on benches or the
floor in the big room of the house. The house had 4 bedrooms. The men played pitch on the right side of the porch
while the women played poker on the left. His father had a truck in those days and he would take people on
benches to Greenhaven on Sundays. We all talked about the ice box in the kitchen and the out houses on either
side of the back of the house. One had to go outside in order to use the outhouse. There
was also the Magathy River, a 10-minute walk from the house, with a small beach. Everyone loved going
swimming there. There was a sign that read “No Jew or Dogs Allowed”. It didn’t seem to stop us!
Mildred Shapiro and Joyce Stern also participated in stating their memories. Others did as well. All seemed to be
interested and enjoyed themselves. Of course, the food and coffee were delicious.
Minutes submitted by:
Ranessa Labovitz, Recording Secretary
Attending were:
Marvin Solomon, Phil and Aldona Shapiro, Mildred Shapiro, Joyce Stern, Max and Linda Flaxman, Marsha and
Sherwin Yoffe, Don and Michelle Walters, Phyllis Solomon, Lynn Dopkin, Mindy Spindler, Jerald Yatt, Michelle
Nusinov, Caren Solomon, Susan Dubick, Marlene and Bruce Solomon, Robyn Hurwitz, Randy Koch, David
Shapiro, Barry Yatovitz, Nancy Abramson, Barbara Bryce, Judy Auerbach, Roslyn and Henry Naviasky, Rebecca
Tucker
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